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Today's contents

1. Machine learning
–

How to quantify learning?

–

How do machines learn?

Goal: Get a high-level
understanding of the ideas and
concepts that make it possible
to solve difficult machine
learning problems.

2. Different types of learning
–

Examples of supervised learning.

–

Examples of unsupervised learning.
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1. Machine learning
• If we can’t tell a machine how to explicitly
preform a task, then maybe we can make it
learn the task instead.

Artificial intelligence
Machine learning

Machine learning
• The recent interest in AI is primarily due to
advances in machine learning.
– Most notably advances in image, speech and
text processing using deep learning.
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Deep learning
Artificial neural network
Gradient boosting
Decision trees
SVM

Quantifying performance
We quantify performance
with an objective function
to know whether learning
has occurred.
Athletics rely on very clear
performance measures:
how fast can you run, how
high can you jump, etc.
Mikko Paavola 2021
2012
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Machine learning
Definition: A computer program is said to learn a task from experience if its
performance on the task improves with experience.
Tunable model

Input
(e.g. images)

Tuning knobs

Output
(e.g. labels)
horse, eagle, …

Machine learning algorithms systematically tune the model
to either maximize or minimize the objective function.
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Walking downhill
Imagine trying to find your way down a
hilly landscape. Your objective is to get to
a valley, but you can’t see more than a
meter ahead, what do you do?
Follow a locally greedy approach of just
going in the direction with the steepest
slope.
Photo by Jan Schulz #
Webdesigner Stuttgart
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Linear regression (demo)
Linear regression is the simplest possible
application to illustrate these ideas.
– The hilly landscape of the objective function can
be visualized.
– You can visualize progress and how the model
changes as one moves over the hilly landscape.
– Simplest possible “neural network”.
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Model learning summary
• The objective function defines what is good and what is bad.
– Typical examples: error functions, likelihood functions, information theoretic quantities,
energy functions, reward functions, utility functions (economics), fitness functions
(biology).

• Learning (optimization) generally occurs in incremental steps:
– Gradient-based methods (calculus-based).
– Locally greedy approaches for growing models (decision trees)
– Rare oddities: biologically inspired optimization techniques.
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Overfitting
• Machine learning models can often be universal approximators.
– Danger: the model might start learning the noise in your data.

• Keywords/methods used for avoiding overfitting.
– Regularization, dropout, hyperparameters, early stopping, bagging
– Usage of training, validation and testing sets.
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Creative thinking
The art of machine learning is to:
1. Define an objective function that
quantifies performance on a task of
interest.
2. Find a suitable model for which you
manage to navigate objective
function landscape.
Visualizing the loss landscape of neural nets
(Lin et al. 2015)
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2. Three types of learning

1. Supervised learning
–

Labeled input and output data

2. Unsupervised learning
–

Unlabeled data

3. Reinforcement learning
– Learning by doing
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Supervised learning examples
Example

Input

Output

Image recognition

Images

Labels (horse, car, ...)

Fault detection

Sensory data

Labels (ok, faulty, fault type, ...)

Remaining time of life

Sensory data

Known time until breakdown

Sentiment analysis

Text (e.g., reviews)

Labels (positive, negative, ...)

Recommendations

Movies, items, ...

Ratings, items bought, ...

Spam detection

Text, (E-mails)

Labels (spam, not spam, ...)

Speech recognition

Sounds (speech)

Text

Identifying important customers

Customer data

Profit, influence, …
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Example: object detection

COCO dataset
(Lin et al. 2015)

Image

Horse

Detection
and
recognition
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Example: object detection (YOLOv3)
Example neural network predictions.

Photo by Asael Peña
on Unsplash

Photo by Sam
Carter on Unsplash

Photo by Jonas Hoss
on Unsplash

Creative model and objective function tweaks make it
possible to predict bounding boxes directly!
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Photo by pariwat
pannium on Unsplash

Sentiment: an attitude
toward something;
regard; opinion.
(Thesaurus)

Example: sentiment analysis

Two steps: unsupervised learning
followed by supervised learning.
1. Train a model with an internal state
(“memory”) to predict the next word or
character in texts based on preceding
ones.

1st model
Example
text

2. Train a second model to predict the
sentiment from the internal state of the
first model.

2nd

Why two steps? Think about how much
unlabeled text that exists.
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model

Next
character

Sentiment

Example: sentiment analysis (OpenAI)
Sentiment analysis with character resolution

Learning to Generate Reviews and Discovering Sentiment
(Radford et al. 2017)

By searching you can find numerous products.
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Unsupervised learning examples
General concept: learn the structure of your data.
• Finding out which data points that are “similar” or “close” to each other.
– Clustering, Self Organizing Maps, manifold learning.

• Dimensionality reduction.
– Latent variables

• Modeling the distribution from which your data is generated.
– Anomaly detection
– Generative models
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K-means clustering
K-means is a simple clustering algorithm for
grasping concepts.
– The simplest clustering algorithm.
– Neat for visualize learning without labels.
– You can see how the clusters change as the
objective function is minimized.
– Non-convex objective function, many valleys that
the algorithm can converge to.
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Example: dimensionality reduction (laten variables)
• There is usually some hidden high-level structure that captures the variation
in your data.
• Imagine latent (hidden) building blocks from which you can roughly “reconstruct” the whole.
– Personality traits, sentiment (text), characteristics for operating modes (machines), …

https://www.jeremyjordan.me/variational-autoencoders/
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Example: dimensionality reduction (AEs)
Autoencoders (AEs) constitute a general
framework for dimensionality reduction.
These constitute of two parts:
1. An encoder that compresses the data
down to fewer dimensions.
2. A decoder that tries to reconstruct the
original data from the compressed
representation.
Bottleneck
Encoder

Latent
space

beta-VAE: Learning Basic Visual Concepts with a Constrained
Variational Framework
(Higgins et al. 2017)

Decoder
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Example: generative models
• Generative models strive to learn the
distribution that your data comes and to
sample from it.
• Imagine that you record the speed of each
car passing on the road outside, what
would your data look like?
• More complex data also comes from a
distribution, just a more complicated one.
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Example: generative models (GANs)
• What do you think these persons have in
common?
• They don’t exist!
Discriminator

Fake
Real

Random

Generator

numbers
Training Generative Adversarial Networks with Limited Data
(Karras et al. 2020)
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Example: generative models (OpenAI, GPT-2)
A train carriage containing controlled nuclear materials was stolen in
Cincinnati today. Its whereabouts are unknown.
The incident occurred on the downtown train line, which runs from Covington
and Ashland stations.
In an email to Ohio news outlets, the U.S. Department of Energy said it is
working with the Federal Railroad Administration to find the thief.

GPT
Example

word
Transformer

text

“The theft of this nuclear material will have significant negative consequences
on public and environmental health, our workforce and the economy of our
nation,” said Tom Hicks, the U.S. Energy Secretary, in a statement. “Our top
priority is to secure the theft and ensure it doesn’t happen again.”

Search for GPT-3
to see the current
state-of-the-art.

The stolen material was taken from the University of Cincinnati’s Research
Triangle Park nuclear research site, according to a news release from
Department officials.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission did not immediately release
any information.
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Next

Take home messages
If there is some structure in your data, then you can most likely pull it out.
Text and image modeling have been recognized as prototypes for difficult AI
problems, but the models developed are by now means constrained to these
kinds of data. For example, similar models to the ones that learn to generate
text can also generate music.
The real challenge is to try to understand the underlying concepts and how they
could be utilized in your field or company.
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Questions to think about (revisited)
1. Do you at your company or organization have a process that you think could
be automated or made more efficient?
2. Does the process you have in mind have clear and measurable inputs and
outputs?
3. Do you think it is possible to collect reliable data on the inputs and outputs?
4. Is there a measure of the added value that successful
!
g
n
i
n
automation/optimization would bring?
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Supe
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Try to think even broader
What would be useful in the future:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Do you have any type of data that would be useful to analyze quickly on the fly?
Would it be beneficial to search for such data sources?
Do you know how your product is being used, and would this information be useful?
Would it help to know more about your customers or where you should search for them?
Do you need to make forecasts? If so, could your models be improved?
Would it beneficial to represent the state of a complex installation using latent variables?
Is there any tacit knowledge that should be stored within the company?
Would it be beneficial to predict what you customers want even if they don’t necessarily
know it themselves.
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OboDigI 4.0 Project roadmap
Project goal: We are looking for a couple of demo cases.
– Evaluate task feasibility.
– Look over data requirements, availability and collection.
– Present potential AI solutions.

Program:
– Next session 22.12.2021
– The continuation program is based on the demo cases and your wishes.
– LET US KNOW WHAT YOU WANT AND NEED!
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Thank you
Questions?

Contact us:

Suggestions?

Johan Westö
+358 (0)44 358 4836
johan.westo@novia.fi

Ideas?

Sören Mattbäck
+358 (0)50 306 5092
soren.mattback@novia.fi

General thoughts?
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